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"permanen~

1.

though.

2.

press" blend of 50 per cent cotton and 50 per cent synthetic

3.

-- usually polyester -- fibers, so that they resist wrinkl' g

Almost all of them are fashioned from a

4. and need no ironing after being laundered.
5.

Another boon:

many manufacturers now offer entire co -

6.

lections of sheets and matching accessories.

7.

alone are an asset to any bedroom, especially when paired

8.

with a solid-color blanket that picks up one of the shades

9.

in the design.

The linens

But when the sheets work in unison with pl

10.

comforters, fluffy towels and crisp curtains -- all in the

11.

same or closely related pattern-- their decorative impact

12.

is boosted immeasurably.

13.

p

Inspired by this diversification, thousands of home-

14. owners are buying the new sheets, not only for their beds,
15.

but also as the raw material for all sorts of matching ac-

16.

cessories that they can make themselves.

17.

"sewing-with-sheets" article appears in the various women'

18.

magazines nearly every month.))/

19.

Sheets-for-material sounds expensive, but it isn't:
square
square inch for/inch, bed linens_still represent one of th
.·
LTrans : 206 by 264 c'ID§}
best fabric buys available. At 81 by 104 inches, the stan

20.

21.

22.
23.

/((At least one

d~rd flat, double-bed sheet is about twice a§ wide as comLtrans: about 36 by 45 inches; 91 by 114 em§/
mercially sold, cotton-blend material. If that extra widt

24. was translated into additional length, it would make a pie e<
25.

Ltrans : about five meter.§}
of fabric about five and a half yards long.

~-------~-.-..--.

.·
Good-looking,
(more)
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-41. cotton-blend material costs about $2 to $3 a yard, so a she t 1 s
2. worth of fabric would cost about $11 to $16.

A good-lookin ,

3. cotton-blend sheet, though, costs only about $10.
4.

The large size of sheets also means they're especially

5. handy for making large items such as drapes and slipcovers.
6. And sheets are now coming out with beautiful trimmings, fro
7. ruffled to scalloped to delicately embroidered edges, which
8. can easily be incorporated into homemade creations for a

9. truly finished appearance.
10.

LTrans: linen close17
Sheets, it seems, are out of the closet for good.

11 • CAPTIONS C, D, E, F & G
12. No captions.

13.

###

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

22.

23.
24.
25. TEXT AVAILABLE FOR USIA/USIS USE.
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THE FORECAST FROM MOUNT WASHINGTON:
WEATHER BAD AND PROBABLY GETTING WORSE
Photographs by Ellis Herwig
Dl8 kilometer,&
The winds frequently s1J;!Pass hurricane force (7 4 miles

LH

IiJ

an hour), temperatures drop 20 degrees in an hour, and the
two together -- low temperatures and high winds -- can

[ioePc;}
produce a wind-chill factor of 150 degrees below zero or
colder.

But such weather conditions are all part of a

typical day's work for the weather observers atop Mt.
Was~ington

in New Hampshire.

The northeastern United States -- New England specifically -- is noted for its bad, unpredictable weather, and
nowhere in New EngJand is it as consistr:mtly bad and un[:L,886-metey
predictable as on the 6,288-foot Sl»rnmit of Mt. Washington.
Clouds envelop the peak 60 per cent of the time, and snow[5.4 meter,&
fall averages 18 feet a year; in 1973, the snowfall
meter,&
W9.S m.wh heavier -- about 40 feet.
But the biggest pro-

D2

blem with the snow is not its depth it is the windblown ice
and snow that constantly sift through cracks in buildings and
threaten

to short-circuit electrical equipment.
(more)
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2.

3.

Layers of rime which accmnulate when water in the
atmosphere

crystall~zes

around an object, sometimes coat
Ltwo meteri}
guy wires with ice seven feet in diameter. And since wint

4. lasts

fr~m

September to June, weather observers such as

5. Jon Lingel (right) spend a great deal of time chipping awa

6. ice from meteorological instruments.
The winds are bitter, unceasing and 1mbelievably powe

7.

8. ful.

In fact, the strongest surface wind ever measured by
/373 kilometeri}
9. man -- 231 miles an hour -- was recorded on Mt. Washington
10.

on April 12, 1934.

11.

CAPTIONS A & B

12.

No captions.

13. ATOP MT. WASHINGTON, THE DAILY ROUTINE OF GATHERING WEATH

t4. DATA AND CHECKING TRANSMITTERS ALSO INCLUDES LIBERAL DOSES
1 5.

16.

OF WIND, SNOW AND SOLITUDE
Why would anyone want to work, let alone live, on top

17.

of a blustery mountain in New Hampshire?

One reason:

wit

18.

the highest elevation east of the Rockies and north of the

19. Smokies, Mt. Washington is a superb vantage point from whi
20.

to observe New England's fickle weather develop.

21.

is another reason as well:

But ther

the rewards of a demanding job

22. with long hours and plenty of solitude.

Says chief weathe

23. observer Guy Gosselin, pictured relaxing with lunch and a
24. magazine at left:

"The job is challenging and appeals to

25. those who have trouble relating to the pace and nonsense o
(more

-31.

jobs at which they cou.ld earn considerably more."

Observer

2.

work in rotating turns of a week at a time and earn a modes

3.

$400 to $650 a month plus room and board.

An example is

4. 29-year-old Jon Lingel, shown bundled up
5. above and recording weather data at right.

He first

6. summers at Mt. Washington, then quit a higher paying job a a
7. draftsman to work on the mountain full time.
'~

In all, eight men usually occupy Mt. Washington at

8.
9.

given time.

Four of them work for a private, nonprofit,

10.

weather-observation group, operating the observatory and

11.

conducting special experiments such as measuring

12.

activity.

13.

and communications relay systems for television networks a

14.

well as half-a-dozen government agencies.

cosmi~a

Four others are engineers who maintain transmit ers

15. also local celebrities:

The engineers

each evening one of them appears

16. a local television station (far left) with a 30-second
17.

summary of the day's weather at the summit.

18.

The changeable climate, however, isn't the mountain

19.

men's chief complaint:

20.

over the summit during the summer to admire the spectacula

21.

view.

22.

ice, wind and snow -- at least for a week at a time.

23.

CAPTIONS C, D, E

24.

No captions.

25.

IN A RARE INTERLUDE OF TRANQUIL WEATHER, THE SUN GLINTS

it's the 250,000 tourists who swa

The men atop Mt. Washington prefer the company of

&F

(more)
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BRIGHTLY OFF MT. WASHING'IDN' S WIND-BATTERED SUMMIT

2.

CAPTION G

3.

No caption.

4.
5.
6.
7.
'----

8.

9.
10.

####

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.

24.
25. TEXT AVAILABLE FOR USIA/USIS USE.
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CONQUERING THE QUIET KILLER

Fayore Curry, 47, a Chicago mental health worker whose
unlined face and trim figure belie her age, knew from her
first pregnancy at age 21

that she had high blood pressure.

But it was not until two years ago that she realized what it
meant.

One day, a friend told her that she was slurring her

words; her boyfriend noticed that she was limping; she herself found that she could not comb her hair.

She then drove

to a hospital, where she learned that she had suffered a stroke.
John Wilson, 57,. a blc:.ck construction worker from Katy,
Texas, enjoyed vigorous good health until 1971, when he suddenly began complaining about feeling weak.

A visit to his

doctor guickly revealed why: his blood pressure was dangerously high, and unless it was brought down guickly, Wilson
risked death from a stroke or heart attack.
(more)

Reprinted by permission from TIME, The Weekly Newsmagazine;
Copyright (c) 1975 Time Inc.
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1.

Ann Naan

60

a secreta

for the American Heart Asso

2.

ciation (A.H.A.) in New York City, learned from her doctor

3.

during a postoperative checkup that her blood pressure was

5.

of breath

6.

her blood pressure had risen dangerously.

and a screenin

7.
8.

of A.H.A. staffers revealed tha

*
Curry, Wilson.and Naan are all victims of hypertensio ,

9. a medical term that means high blood pressure.

•

10.

fortunate than most of the 23 million people in the United

11.

States alone estimated by the A.H.A. to be. suffering from

12.

the disease.

13.

treatment.

Thay know about their condition and are unde
Most hypertensives are not even aware

14. are being stalked by a quiet killer that often produces no

15. symptoms until it is too late.

The A.H.A. believes that

16. less than half of all hypertensives know that they have hi
17.

blood pressure.

18.

half the hypertensives who are aware of their illness are

Even worse, according to the A.H.A., only

19. under treatment to control their blood pressure,
20.
21.

only half are getting the proper therapy.
For the remainder, the consequences can be fatal.

22.

damage produced by hypertension may well be the nation's

23.

leading cause of death.

Heart attacks and strokes kill mo e

24. Americans than the other leading causes of death combined:
25.

cancer and accidents.

High blood pressure alone is listed
(more)
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as the primary cause of only 60,000 deaths a year.

2.

pertension, which rarely appears on death certificates, is

3.

the underlying cause of hundreds of thousands of other dea

4.

Heart disease will claim an estimated 600,000 Americans in

5.

1975, and hypertension is the major contributor to heart

6.

disease.

7.

and kill some 200,000 this year; hypertension is the leadi

8.

cause of stroke.

9.

60,000 deaths in 1975; hypertension is the major contribu-

But by

s.

Strokes will hit an estimated two million Americ

Kidney disease may account for as many a

10.

tor to kidney disease.

11.

times as likely to have a heart attack or a stroke as some

12.

one with normal blood pressure and twice as likely to deve op

13.

kidney disease.

14.

sight impaired, suffer from internal hemorrhages or miss

15.

work because of hypertension.

16.

An

untreated hypertensive is four

Thousands of Americans will have their ey -

High blood pressure is no respecter of age or sex; me

17.

and women are almost equally susceptible to the disorder.

18.

It strikes the powerful as well as the poor.

19.

II of England and his mistress Nell Gwyn both died from th

20.

complications of severe hypertension; so did such modern-

21.

day statesmen as Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt.

22.

Hypertension hits the young as well as the middle-aged; do -

23.

tors have found a surprising number of cases of high blood

24.

pressure among teen-agers and "swinging singles" and have

25.

even detected the disease in young children.

King Charles

(more)
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that
The irony is that many of the deaths/can be traced to

1.
2.

high blood pressure are, in fact, avoidable.

Doct)rs may

3.

not be able to cure cancer or the common cold, but modern

4.

medicine can now treat virtually every case of hypertensio

5.

from the mildest to the most severe, effectively and rela-

6.

tively inexpensively.

7.

Much of the credit for this successful treatment be-

8.

longs to a professor of medicine named John Henry Laragh.

9. Best known for untangling i;.he hormonal relationships
10.

that control blood pressure, Laragh, 51, pioneered in the

11.

treatment of high blood pressure by founding the nation's

12.

first hypertension center, at New York City 1 s Columbia Pre

13. byterian Medical Center in 1971.

Now he is expanding both

14. his research and clinical interests into new fields.

Rece

ly

15. he left Presbyterian Hospital, where he was vice chairman
16. the board of trustees for professional and scientific affa· s,
17. to assume an endowed professorship at The New York Hospita
18.

Cornell Medical Center.

There he has intensified his assault

19. on hypertension and other circulatory disorders as directo1
20. of a new cardiovascular center that has been organized to

21. study and treat the entire circulatory system.
22.

Laragh's move came at an appropriate time.

Medicine

23. is better equipped than it has ever been to handle hyperten-

dise~se

24. sion.

Yet the

25. health

proble~s.

remains perhaps the most neglected

Many physicians, in fact, still believe

~

~at

(more)
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moderately elevated blood pressure need not be treated.

2.

Laragh is determined to change all that.

3.

not have to be the single leading factor in disability and

4.

death in the United States today," he insists.

5.

the means to control it.

6.

We 1 re ready for an all-out attack."

"W.e have

What we have to do is use them.

That attack has been a long time

7.

"Hypertension do s

comin~

for high bloo

8.

pressure has been an enemy of man throughout recorded his-

9.

tory.

A Chinese ro2dical text dating back to 2600 B.C. not d

10.

that a diet high in salt (now known to affect blood pressu e)

11.

could cause changes in pulse and complexion.

12.

tains several accounts of paralysis and apparent stroke t

13.

may well have been the results of hypertension.

14.

not until the 17th century that the great English anatomis

15.

William Harvey provided the foundation for the understandi g

16.

of blood pressure by mapping the human circulatory system.

1?.

And not until the beginning of the 20th century did physi

18.

cians develop a practical means of measuring the pressure

19.

that pushes blood through the body: the sphygmomanometer.

20.

The link between high blood pressure and fatal illness wa

21.

not documented until 1929, when a Harvarj physician, Dr.

22.

Samuel Albert Levine, noted that of 145 heart attack pati

23.

60 per cent had been hypertensive.

The Bible

But it

'---...-'

24.

25.

ts,

96,540 kilometers
The adult human body has some 60,000 miles of blood
4. 7 liters
vessels. As the body's blood (five quarts or more in the
(more)
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I

1.

average adult) is driven through a network of arteries, ca-

2.

pillaries and veins by the pumping action of the heart, i t

3.

exerts force on the walls of these vessels.

4-

pressure generated by the heart, oxygen-carrying blood co

5.

not be forced up to the brain or out to the muscles; the

6.

blood could not be returned to the lungs for reoxygenation

7.

or passed through the membranes of the kidneys for

8.

tion and excretion of wastes.)/

9.

/(Without the
d

filtr~-

To .function properly, the body must carefully central

10.

blood pressure through a number of complex mechanisms.

11.

roreceptors -- clusters of pressure-sensitive cells scatte ed

12.

throughout the arterial system -- respond to changes in

1;

pressure and signal the nervous system to make the necessa

14.

adjustments.

15.

pressure by l) expanding or dilating arterioles, the small st

16.

branches of arteries, or 2) retarding or speeding up the

17.

heart's beat and changing its force of contraction.

18.

Ba

The nervous system in turn helps lower or ra se

When these systems function normally, the circulatory

19.

system has few problems.

20.

cise or excitement, falls during sleep or relaxation.

21.

pipes in a plumbing system, the arteries can tolerate high

22.

pressure for brief "surges."

23.

damage is likely.

24.

25.

Blood pressure rises during exer
Lik

But when the pressure persis s,

One area where hypertension is particularly hazardous
is the brain.

High blood pressure can cause a rupture or
(more)
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1 • blowout of an artery feeding the brFJ.in.

When it does, part

2. of the brain is deprived of its blood supply and thus its

3. oxygen.

The resulting damage is called a stroke.

d

4. pressure also forces the heart to work harder, for
5. pump against increased resistance.

The overworked organ

6. enlarge, demanding more oxygen than the system can provide;
7.

the chest pains of angina pectoris or even damage to irre-

8.

placeable heart muscle may soon follow.

Or the enlarged

9. heart may be unable to empty itself against the pressure o
10.

blood in the arteries, causing fluid to accumulate behind

11.

the heart, in the lungs and extremities.

12.

the result will be the same: a heart attack that can cripp e

13. or kill its victim.

In either case,

High blood pressure can also

trigger

14.

complex mechanisms that will reduce blood flow to the kid-

15.

neys.That, in turn, reduces the capacity of the kidneys to help

16.
17

rid the body of its waste material, and the kidneys themse ves
may eventually fail.
For all their increasing ability to control high blood

18.

pressure, doctors are still not sure what causes it.

19.

cases of hypertension stem from kidney disease.

20.

be traced to a condition called coarctation or pinching of

21.

the aorta, the main artery leading from the heart.

22.

ful of cases have been attributed to pheochromocytomas and

23.

other tumors on the adrenal glands that cause overproducti n

24.

of certain hormones involved in blood-pressure control.

25.

But all these conditions together probably do not account

Some

Others ca

A hand

I

(more)
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b. f.

1.

for more than five per cent of hypertension victims.

2.

cases the cause cannot be identified.

t

3.

Nonetheless, resear~hers have discovered several fact

4.

that are almost surely involved in essential hypertension.

5.

Among them:

6.
7.

~

Excess weight, whether it is only a few ext a

8.

pounds, or many, may bring an increase in blood pressure.
more than three kilometers
.45 kilogram
It takes a mile of capillaries to nourish each extra pound

9.

of fatty tissue.

With each extra pound, there is a corres

10.

ponding increase in blood volume.

11.

must work harder to pump more blood through a more extensi e

12.

circulatory system.

B.F. 13.

~

This means that the hea t

No researchers will go so far as to say th t

14.

hypertension is inherited like, say, blue eyes or an aquli e

15.

nose.

16.

blood pressure.

17.

far more likely to have high blood pressure than those who e

18.

parents have normal blood pressure.

b.f.19.

But most feel that heredity plays some role in high

~

Those whose parents are hypertensive are

Modern studies have strengthened the connectio

20.

between salt intake and pulse changes.

21.

who eat almost no salt, rarely if ever develop high blood

22.

pressure.

23.

50 grams of salt a day, half the population dies of stroke

24.

a common complication of high blood pressurE.

25.

s

Tribesmen in Afric ,

But in northern Japan, where people eat around

To Larag:h., the explanation is obvious.

"Salt is the
(more)
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b.f.

b.f.

1.

hydraulic agent of life," he explains.

2.

holds the water in humans, causes swelling and a high flui

3.

volume.

This means an increased blood pressure. 11

4.

indeed.

Doctors have known since 1900 that lowering salt

5.

intake drops a patient's blood pressure, and most doctors

6.

agree that Americans eat too much salt.

7.

things a doctor tells, or should tell, a hypertensive pati nt

8.

is to throw away his salt shaker.

9.

.~

11

It is salt that

It does

One of the first

For reasons that remain to be fully determined

10.

blacks are particularly prone to hypertension.

11.

to the A.H.A., one out of every four adult black Americans

12.

has high blood pressure, compared with one out of seven ad

13.

whites.

14.

incapable of handling large amounts of salt that are found

15.

in a diet rich in pork and highly seasoned soul food.

16.

suggest that the pressures of being black in America are

17.

enough to cause the disease.

18.

According

t

Some scientists theorize that blacks are genetica ly

STRESS.

~~

Oth rs

Though many of those with apparently complete

!

19.

control over their emotions have high blood pressure, re-

20.

searchers have found that there is a relationship between

21.

stress and hypertension.

22.

excitement or alarm.

23.

the excitement is over.

Blood pressure normally rises wi

In most people, the pressure drops w n
But according to one theory, in

24. many the level drops by smaller increment~ eventually stab· 25. izing at a higher level than before.

Significant increase
(more)
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1.

in blood pressure were recorded among Russians who survive

2.

the siege of Leningrad.

3.

Until the end of World War II, doctors treated hyper-

4. tensives, if they treated them at all, mainly by diet. Pa
tients with high blood pressure were told to take off

6.
7.

and lower their salt intakes. Some patients were put
rice
almost totally salt-free/diet so unappealing that most of

8.

them abandoned it as soon as they left the hospital and me

9.

cal supervision.

A handfu~ of doctors even tried surgery

10.

depress blood pressure.

11.

tomy; it cut certain nerves leading to the organs of the

12.

chest and abdomen on the theory that this

13.

arterioles.

14.

soon responded to hormonal signals to constrict.

15.

Today,

o

The operation was called a sympat ec-

wo~d

relax the

It did but only temporarily; the arterioles

doctors treating hypertension rarely resor

16.

to surgery; drugs are the therapy of choice.

17.

first of the new drugs in the medical armory was discovere

18.

by Dr. Edward Freis, a researcher with the Veterans Admin-

19.

istration.

20.

of an antimalarial drug called pentaquine dramatically low red

21.

the blood pressures of normal men.· Figuring that it might do

22.

the same for hypertensives, Freis administered it to a pa-

23.

tient with severely elevated blood pressure.

24.

and although the patient eventually died of kidney failur

25.

(the organ had been badly damaged by his hypertension),his

One of the

He had noted from test reports that large dose

It worked,

(more)
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1.

2.

case demonstrated the practicality of drug troatment.
Since then, a hos L of other

antihypcrLt:m~~ i vc

drugs ha e

3.

been introduced.

4.

damine, are blocking agents.

5.

the nerve signals and chemical reactions that cause blood

6.

vessels to constrict and raise blood pressure.

7.

hydralazine, are relaxers that seem to act directly on the

8.

muscle walls of the blood vessels, causing them to dilate

9.

and thus decrease pressure.

Some, such as hexamethonium and chloriso They work by interfering wit

Others, li e

Still others, such as guaneth;

10.

idine and reserpine -- a drug extracted a1.d purified from

11.

Indian plant Rauwolfia serpentina --achieve the same effe t

12.

by reducing the action of norepinephrine, the body chemica

13.

that causes blood vessels to co,lstrict.

14.

drugs has, proved equally useful.

15.

kidneys' retention of salt.

16.

amount of fluid retained by the body.

17 •

is lowered and bl,ooJ pressure drops.

18.

he

Another class of

Diuretics decrease the

This in turn decreases the
The volume of blood

Used singly or in various combinations, these drugs h ve

19.

enabled physicians to offer the hypertensive something bet

20.

ter and more certain than diet or surgery to control his

21.

disease.

22.

with high blood pressure.

23.

can, and frequently do, produce undesirable side effec~s,

24.

such as impotence, dizziness and drowsiness.

25.

learned to lessen these reactions by adjusting dosages or

But they do not solve all the difficulties of de ling
Many of the antihypertensive dr gs

Doctors have

(more)
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1.

switching from one drug to another.

2.

easy to solve.

.3.

many forms of hypertension that affect different patients

4.

a vast variety of ways.

5.

ment, others to something completely different.

6.

for Dr. Laragh to show how to predict an

7.

response to a particular drug.

8.
9.

Apother problem was l ss

Doctors had known for years that there are
n

Some respond to one kind of treat
It remain

individual patie

In many ways, Laragh was an ideal man for the job.
a cardiologist, he concentrated

mo~of

his efforts on the

10.

workings -- and failings -- of the heart.

11.

elsewhere in the circulatQry system, and in 1955 he made a

12.

important discovery: he learned that increases in the bloo

1.3.

levels of potassium can stimulate the production of aldost -

14.

rone, an adrenal hormDne that raises blood pressure by cau

15.

the kidneys to retain salt.

16.

But he also lao ed

In the years that followed, Laragh made even more spe -

17.

tacular findings, which, like so many other achievements i

18.

science, were serendipitous.

19.

role of aldosterone for some time.

20.

zled by the part played by .cenin, a kidney hormone produce

21.

in response to a drop in blood pressure.

22.

be confused with rennin, an enzyme or chemical catalyst us

2.3.

among other things, in the manufacture of cheese.)

24.

solved the puzzle.

25.

tr :la tL1g a man with malignant hypertension, a rare form of

Doctors had been aware of th
But they had been puz-

(Renin is not to

Laragh

In 1958 he and his colleagues began

(more)

-131. the disease that is characterized by kidney damage and usua ly
2.

kills its victims within a year.

Tests showed that the man

3. was, to their surprise, producing far more than the normal

4. amount of aldosterone.

•

This finding led to another series

5. of tests that proved even more revealing.

They showed that

6. high aldosterone was probably du€ to increased secretion o
7. renin.
8.

Usually renin production ceases when blood pressure

9. reaches the proper level.
10.

had failed.

In this case, the cutoff mechan· m

The man's renin was triggering the production

11. of excess aldosterone, which in turn was increasing the bo
12.

tendency to retain salt.

1

s

The process caused fatally high

13. blood pressure.
14.

Laragh's discoveries, which won him a share in the

15. $50,000 Stouffer Prize] for original research in the field
16. of arteriosclerosis

and hypertension in 1969, explained t e

17.

hormonal controls of blood pressure for the first time.

18.

also permitted the development of a renin profile -- a com

19.

puter-aided analysis of the patient's hormonal output.

20.

are patients with low renin levels who nonetheless have

21.

blood pressure; excess of fluid is probably at the root

22.

their problem.

23.

salt and fluids, thus lo~ering the blood pressure.

24.

with high renin levels can

25.

bitors that will slow or even shut off production of the

T ey

Diuretics counteract this tendency
Those

be best helped with renin inhi

(more)
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-141. hormone.

"Until we figured out just what renin did, II says

2. Laragh, "therapy was conducted on a hit-or-miss basis.

3. try a drug, see if it worked, and if

4. something else.
5.

You d

i t didn't, switch to

Now you know in advance what to try. II

Laragh's finding also cleared up another of the myster es

6. surrounding hypertension.

Many hypertensives dismiss the

7. seriousness of their conditions by citing the case of

8. tive who lived to be 80 despite a blood pressure that
9. popped the mercury out of the doctor's

sp~gmoiDL~nometer.

10. Laragh's work indicates that these exceptions, which seemin ly
11. violate the rule that high blood pressure is dangerous, wer

12. probably low-renin hypertensives.

Patients with this condi

13. tion are less likely to suffer strokes and heart attacks th n

14. high-renin types.

But they do not escape hypertension's ha -

15. ards; the damage merely takes longer.
16.

Some physicians still challenge Laragh's theories.

Bu

17. many doctors now do, or plan to do, renin profiling on all
18. their hypertension patients.

19. Laragh's lead in another area.

Most physicians already follo
In 1967 Laragh discovered

20. and reported a link between oral contraceptives and high bl od

21. pressure.

Other researchers confirmed the connection, but

22. remained for Laragh to explain it:

t

the Pill's estrogen-lik

23. substances stimulate the renin system, which in turn causes

24.

increased aldosterone production.

The result in about 25

25. per cent of all women who use the Pill: high blood pressure
(more)
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-151. Laragh and his colleagues now routinely recommend that vic-

2. tims of Pill hypertension try another method of birth contr l.

3.

A quiet, modest man, Laragh credits his accomplishment

4. to an open mind ("You have to consider every possibili ty 11 )
5. and painstaking research.

"You learn more by studying a fe

6. patients in great depth than you do by studying thousands
7 • superficially, 11 he says.

11

If your methods are good and your

8. experiments carefully conceived, it doesn't matter whether

9. you study a handful or a multitude; the results should be
10. the same. 11

11.

/(Laragh believes in hard work.

He gets to his office

12. by seven o'clock most mornings and shuttles between there,

13. the Hypertension Center and his laboratory until hunger, ex

14. haustion or Jean Sealey -- a biochemist and his wife
15. him to stop.

"We haven 1 t even had a honeymoon yet, 11

ns

16. newly wed Jean in a soft burr that attest.s to her origins i
17 • Glasgow, Scotland.

"The day after we were married we went

18. off to a hypertension meeting fn Milan."

But Laragh, who

19. has two sons by a previous marriage that ended in divorce,
20. does find time to relax.

His golf game is good enough (in

21. the low 80 1 s) to allow him to pair up occasionally with an

22. acquaintance named Jack Nicklaus, the champion golfer.)/

23.

Many of Laragh 1 s colleagues and coworkers at Columbia

24.

Presbyterian followed him in the 100-block move to The New

25. York Hospital because they like what one calls 11 the
;

r

atmosp~re
(more)
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-161· of scientific ferment" that surrounds their lender.

One f'e

2. male lab technician has another reason for tagging along wi h

3. Laragh.

"It's those Irish eyes," she says.

Laragh' s rea so

4. for taking his new post: "It's a chance to do more."
5.

Whatever the reason, Laragh's move should come as good

6. news for most victims of hypertension.

The new cardiovascu ar

7. c.enter will not only treat but study hypertensives and all

he

8. problems caused by their disease; it should help to focus m re
9. attention on a controllable illness that has suffered from
10. professional neglect for too many years.

11.

Elsewhere, doctors, health officials and concerned cit -

12. zens are also making a concerted effort to identify and tre t

13. as many victims of high blood pressure as they can find.
14. 8tanford University in California has been working through ts
15. Heart Disease Prevention program to acquaint people in thre

16. northern California cities with the dangers of high blood
17. pressure.

Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Texas, ha

18. just begun a massive education effort.

Hospitals in some

19. 20 cities are participating in the federally funded 11 Mr. Fi "
20. program designed to prevent heart attacks in a test group o
21. men between 35 and 57.

It aims at identifying probable heat

22. attack victims and helping them to reduce their risks by
23. giving up smoking, losing weight, reducing cholesterol and

24. bringing their blood pressure under control.

The Chicago

25. board of health has a mobile blood-pressure unit cruising t e
(more)
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-171 • streets of the city giving free hypertension tests to all.
2 • Loeal health organiza t,j ons are ~;c L ting up sphygmomanometers

3. in supermarkets to test shoppers; in some ::rLa to::> dcnti::;ts u d

4.

dental technicians are taking their patients' pressures.

5. The A.H.A. is urging both patients and their physicians to ~

6. take blood pressure seriously.
7. SURE? asks an A.H.A. poster.

8.

DO YOU HAVE HIGH BLOOD PRESl
ONLY YOUR DOCTOR CAN TELL.

For those who have high blood pressure, the outl6ok is

9. bright.

Exercise and diet groups to help hypertensives sha e

10. up are in operation in most major cities and many smaller c m•
11. munities.

Researchers at Rockefeller University in New Yor

12. City and other institutions are experimenting with biofeed-

13. back to teach hypertensives to dilate their arteries and lo er

14. their blood pressures slightly.

(Biofeedback is a

15. that employs electronic monitoring devices to help

16. learn how to control autonomic nervous system functions sue
17. as heartbeat and blood circulation.)

A Bosto~Massachusett ,

18. physician, Dr. Herbert Benson, has taught some of his patie ts

19. to reduce their blood pressure by means of what he calls
20. "relaxation response," a sort of transcendental-meditation
21. technique.
22.

/(Drug treatments for hypertension continue to improve

23. Propranolol, a British-developed drug licensed in the Unite
24. States for use in heart p~oblems other than hypertension, i

25. nonetheless widely and successfully used to control high bl od
(more)
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-181· pressure.

Other potentially valuable drugs, though widely

2. used in Britain, have not yet been approved by the Food 3.nd
3~

Drug Administration for use in the United States.

4.

remains an effective antihypertensive despite reports linki g

5. it with a slightly increased incidence of breast cancer in
6. some women.
7.

Despite these encouraging advances,many hypertensives

8. still fail to get treatment.

Either their condition is not

9. diagnosed, or their doctors do not realize the importance o
10. mildly elevated blood pressure.

11. regimen and lulled into

~

Others, bored by the drug

sense of false security by a lack

12. of symptoms, drop out of treatment programs.

13. be lethal.

Such lapses c n

Dr. Freis once treated a young, dangerously hy-

14. pertensive law student by putting him on diuretics but coul

15. not induce him to continue with the medication.
16. died of a stroke at 29.
17. nate.

The patien

Other dropouts have been more fort -

Helga Brown, 46, of San Francisco, followed her doc-

18. torts orders carefully for a year after a fainting episode

19. revealed that she had high blood pressure; then she dropped
20. both the drugs and her diet.

She suffered a recurrence of

21. dizziness and was hospitalized.

She recovered and now take

22. her medication faithfully.)/

23.

Tre1tment for hypertension, whether by diet or drugs,

24. cannot undo the damage that bas already been done, but it
25. can unquestionably prevent the disorder from getting worse.
(more)
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-191. In a now classic study, Freis compared death rates from str ke,
2. heart disease and other hypertension-related ailments among

3. treated,and untreated patients at 17 Veterans Administratio

4. hospitals.

His findings showed that treatment can reduce t e

5. death rate from hypertension by half.

6.

The lesson is one that should not be lost on anyone su -

7. fering

fro~

high blood pressure.

Laragh and his colleagues

8. have given medicine the weapons for conquering the quiet ki ler.
9. All its potential victims must do is arm themselves.
10.
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RUSSIAN 231
TIPS FROM A TOP COACH
Soviet Swim Team at Indiana
Photographs by C. David Repp

Since 1958 swimming teams from Indiana University have
enjoyed 13 seasons without defeat, wc.n 15 divisional championships
in a row and have been national champions six times.

Obviously,

these teams had different swimmers, as seniors graduated from the
college and new students entered.

The common link is coach James

E. (Doc) Counsilman, 55, trainer of champions.

Mark Spitz, who won

seven gold medals swimming in the 1972 Olympic~ says Counsilman's
teachin&faith and enthusiasm sparked his tritunphs.
Counsilman 1 s international reputation (he also coached the
1964 U.S. Olympic swim team) attracted three Soviet swimmers and their
coaches to the Midwest in late 1974 to absJrb some of his natatorial
secrets.

The visit was jointly sponsored by the U.S. State Department

and the Soviet Sports Committee.
CAPTION A
Doc Counsilman 1 s approach to swimming goes beyond the physical aspects
of the sport and enters into the realm of philosophy.

Here he advises

Soviet swimmer Sergei Kopliakov.
(more)

-21. CAPTION B
2. A healthy diet and abstinence from tobacco and alcohol are

3. essential to Counsil.ma·1 1 s training techniques.

Below, Sovi t

4. swimmer Andrei Smirnov (second from left) discusses the pro
5. gram with Indiana University swimmers and divers.

6. CAPTION C
7. Observing a swimmer's form underwater as well as on the sur

8. face is important in Counsilman's method.

With her coach,

9. Gleb Petrov, he watches Marina Malintina from an underwater
10. port 1-1ith a glass wall.

11. A THOROUGH ANALYSIS OF STYLE IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF COACH
12. COUNSILMANrS SCIENTIFIC APPROACH TO SWIMMING INSTRUCTION

13. Indiana University swimming coach Doc Counsilman considers

14. the sport a science; he is particularly proud of the number
15. of hisgraduates who went on to obtain advance degrees.

So

oviet

16. swimmers who spent four weeks training with Doc expected

17. and got -- rigorous workouts with some exotic machinery, in
18. addition to hours of careful observation in the pool.

19.

The trip was not all work for the visitors, however.

20. They enjoyed opera and concerts at the university, shopping

21. in town and a huge Thanksgiving dinner with their hosts.
22. Before leaving the United States the Soviet swimmers had an
23. opportunity to test results of their training at a collegia e

24. swim meet in Cincinnati, Ohio.
25. CAPT ION D
Using equipment designed to detect mistakes in form, Soviet
(more)
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-31. coach Nicolai Mitrichenko checks out swimmer Sergei Kopliak v

2. (on table).

3. CAPTION E

4. Doc Counsilman observes a student's progress on weights.
5. Sergei Kopliakov (far right) waits his turn while doing foo

6. exercises.
7. CAPTION F
8. Hand movements and the height of elbows above the water are

9. keys Counsilman uses to judge Kopliakov's speed while swim10. ming.

11.
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RUSSIAN 231

THAT BEAUTIFUL SHORE
By James Idema

Courtesy of THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY

/(EDITOR'S NOTE)/
During the 1950's, when he was living in Michigan and
working as a newspaperman, Text Editor James Idema wrote short
stories.

This story appeared in The Atlantic Monthly and won

an "Atlantic First" award for 1957.
/(END EDITOR'S NOTE)/
"Not that I begrudge him the food that he eats and the
whiskey he drinks and the oxygen he breathes in my house," my
father said.
my

"It's just his old crankiness that works under

skin!"
"Not that," my mother said gently, but not put off, either,

by

my

father's pointed tolerance.

is all.

"He's just a mind of his own

He's independent."

I had stayed in bed that Friday morning with a cold,
and had an uninvolved awareness of our small household as the
mildly querulous voices of

my

parents floated up through open

doors and stairway from the big farm kitchen.
their idle breakfast argument was

my

The subject of

grandfather, the hunter

Oak Davis, who lived with us and who was, I think, beloved
only by me.

He was bent and thin, brittle as a winter leaf.
(more)

(c) 1957, by James Idema
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-2-

1. Once he had been tall, like his very name (though it was
2. really Oakfield, my mother's middle name), but now when he

3. looked into someone's face to help his deaf ears catch a

4. word it was the strain of looking up as well as the effort
5. of listening that creased his forehead.

Most of the time,

6. however, he kept his view down, saying little to the people
7. with whom he lived and moving about with the almost tunele s
8. little songs on his lips.

It was a wonder, people said, th t

9. he could even carry a shotgun any more, but my grandfather
10. was hard and strong and could walk a
11. swamp without apparently tiring, and in our part of the co
12. he was regarded still as a kind of old wizard with the gun.

13. Tomorrow he was going to take me hunting with him.

14.

I could see them in my mind's eye, my father poised

15. restlessly for the day's work as he sat at the kitchen tabl
16. by the west windows, my mother walking back and forth as s

17. fixed his eggs and coffee, the two of them talking, almost
18. out of habit alone, about the old man who years ago had co

19. from Vermont to live out his days at his daughter's home i
20. Michigan, and who, partly out of his own choosing, was an
21. alien among us still.
22.

"He ' s hardly in your way, Tom, " my mother was saying.

23. "He's hardly in anybody's way.
24.

He keeps to himself."

"Not in our way, no," my father said impatiently.

25. "Just there, that's all.

Just around in his old clothes
(more)
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-31.

and singing those hymns under his breath whatever he's

2. like he 'd never stop."

3.

"He 1 s old, don 1 t forget.

He can 1 t hear.

And he is

4. father, " she said.
5.

"He hears more than you think," my father said knowing

6. ly.

"He hears what he wants to hear is the better way of

7. putting it. 11

8.

"Why don't you try to be a little more friendly?"

9. mother suggested.

my

"Make a little effort. 11

10.

"A little effort 111

11.

My father was apt to seize on an easy phrase when an

12. argument approached hopelessness for his cause, and put an

13. emphatic end to it.

Tom Easter was the editor of the weekl

14. newspaper in Alto, the Alto Note, and was called on frequen ly
15. to make speeches at the Fraternal Order of Eagles or the
16. Baptist Men's or the Grange, and sometimes in conversation

17. he gave you the idea he was talking to a crowd.
18.

Their quarrel was interrupted by the opening of my

19. grandfather's door and his funny voice announcing "I'm up
20. now 11 to no one.

For a minute there were just the busy kite en

mothe~~utting a forefinger to
~Trans: congeste9J
In spite of my stopped-up head, I could smell the

21. noises, and I could see my

22. lips.
23. coffee.

r

Then the door to the bathroom closed and I heard

24. my grandfather clear his lungs and spit, and I visualized
25. my father wincing at the common sound, then hurrying to fin sh

(more)
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-41. his breakfast before the taciturn old man would enter the

2. kitchen to eat his.

3.

"And why, will you tell me, should I 'shhh' for him,"

4. my father said finally, "if he can't hear?"
5.

The old man emerged, and was humming to himself as he

6. felt around in the closet where the hunting clothes and gun
7. were kept, and I heard the chair stutter along the kitchen

8. floor when my father got up quickly.

9.

"So he's going hunting again," my father said, though

10. more gently now, "and we are being treated to hymns at
11. breakfast."

Things were working out close to the pattern o

12. his prediction, and he sounded pleased.

"I suppose he'll b

13. wanting to take the boy, too."

14.

"Tonnny has a cold," my mother said.

15.

"Well, just explain that to the old man, will you,"

16. my father said.

"As long as he's home from school the old

17. man won't be able to figure out why he can't go hunting.
18. You know that."

19.

"He knows it," she said.

20.

"Besides, he 1 s so old, is it safe?"

21.

"Safe?" my mother said quickly.

"They plan to go tomorrow."

He had struck effecti ely

22. her cold and irrational dread of guns, though he knew well
23. my grandfather's singular reputation was come by honestly,
24. and for all his skill as a hunter he kne-w guns and handled
25. them with respect for the rules.

But this was my father's
(more)
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-51 • way, that ' s all.
2.

"Oh, safe enough, I guess," he said.

"But he's so old

3. how about his reflexes, and that hair-trigger cannon he sho ts

4. with?"
5.

There was a muffled crash from the closet.

I turned

6. over in bed and put my face into the pillow with the knowle ge
7. of what had happened, yet kept an ear cocked for what would

8. come out of the sudden silence.

9.

But at so commonplace an annoyance Tom Easter only

10. muttered "Damn!"
11.

MY grandfather once more had tipped from its place on

12. the closet shelf the German helmet, pierced by a bullet,

13. which my father had borne ~roudly home as a souvenir of
~Trans: World War I battl~
14. Chateau-Thierry. It always fell to the closet floor with a

15. shocking clatter; shocking when you considered what it was.
16.

"Good morning! " my father shouted as they met at the

17. bottom of the stairs.

"You're going hunting again?"

My

18. grandfather probably answered him, but I didn't hear him.

19.

"You dropped something?" my father said.

It was anot

r

20. question, but now not really a question, and I imagine tha

21. my grandfather didn't even bother to turn around as here-

22. placed the helmet and continued sorting out his hunting
23. things from the racks.

I heard his nearly voiceless little

24. song begin.
25.

"Maybe you'll shoot yourself today, eh?" my father sai ,
(more)
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just loudly enough for my mother to hear.

She said "Tom! 11

2. before the front door closed, and I knew my father was on
9.6 i\k:ilt)!'lleters
3. his way to his newspaper office in Alto, six miles away, wh re

4. the climate was more agreeable, where he was respected as
5. someone of great importance, where he truly was the voice o

6. the people.

"Throw out the lifeline, 0 throw out ••• 11

7. heard the old man softly singing.

8.

11

I

Some one is drifting

I turned over to gaze at the ceiling of my bedroom,

9. I remembered the time a year ago that I had surprised
10. Oak Davis grinning into the bathroom mirror, my father's
11. helmet coming down almost over his fuzzy ears, and he had
12. stuck a finger impishly into one of the bullet holes which

13. once had made of the helmet such a heroic conversation

14. piece in the columns of the Alto Note.

When my grandfathe

15. saw me laughing at him, his face sagged into an expression
16. of great gravity, and he lifted the helmet slowly from his

17. head and replaced it with innocent ceremony on the closet
18. shelf.

I thought now of him warmly, and plotted to go

19. hunting with him that very day instead of waiting.

20.

I might just run out of the house, and take him a pin
liter
21 . of whiskey.

t

22.

I heard him go into the kitchen, where my mother gree

23. him in her kindly if perfunctory way and fed him breakfast.

24.
25. said.

"Tommy is sick-- he has a cold, upstairs in bed," sh
Probably she pointed upward after the last phrase,
(more)
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-71. like an interpreter.

I heard him answer in his rather high

2. slow voice, but couldn't make it out.

3.

"You think you ought to go out there alone again toda

"

4. she asked him.
5.

I knew he would not bother to reply to such a question

6. but after a while he would muse on
7. really interested him.

thevam~y su~ject

that

He would say that the grouse would

e

8. "out on the feed a morning likQ this one"; he would

9. them on the sunny slopes, and shoot as they flushed in the
10. direction of the poplars,
11. to my mother's solicitude.

and that would be answer enough
I thought of the soft brown

12. birds who fed on the wintergreen berries of a frost-crisp

13. hillside, and of how they would fade to trembling, hiding

14. the footsteps of the old hunter, then explode into flight
15. with a wingbeat to make your heart stand still.
16.

"Bring another bird home," my mother said, "and I won'

17. have a place to put it

18.

1

less Tom starts giving them away."

The back door closed against hel)'; mdildr)Ctf)Ill.p.lai:t;tt; i1then

19. opened again as she told the old man loudly to be careful.

20. I could watch him now, from my bedroom window.

At her voi

21. he turned around politely, but with his curious reserve, t

22. acknowledge her before continuing on his way.

He knew I

23. watching him, but he would never wave to me.

He was cold

d

24. indifferent in the opinion of most people, and never effus· e
25. toward me, not even after I had killed my first grouse und
(more)

-81. his tutelage one morning a year ago, but I believe that
2. this was part of why I liked him so much.

When he did thin s

3. or said things, they were accomplished without waste or

4. excess, and in my memory this gives him an original sort of
5. grace.

Down the lane he walked toward the orchard, this

6. morning a diaphanous green against the late October sky, a
7. thin small man from the back walking carefully, as if study ng

8. the ground immediately ahead, his once-Sun[jday felt hat squa e

_

Trans: brand· nmne <Df
9. on, with the brim turned up, and the gun, the lovely Parker

~smi:t£/

10. double, crossways in the crook of his arms.
11.

He would be singing absorbedly, I thought, "We will me

12. by and by, " or another of the old gospel favorites of my

13. family's church, not so much to blaspheme the hymn as to mo
14. my father, whose pew was in the middle of the third row and
15. who sang, as he talked and as he wrote in his newspaper, wi h
16. authority.

My grandfather would be smiling, too, partly in

17. anticipation of what he loved most to do in this world and
·"-.___..·

18. partly in mischief:

he knew that the eyes ofuthis small bo

19 .. were watching him and.il;hat thiS boyJs heart, on such a morn ng,
was reaching out after him.
20.
21.

It turned out that I joined Oak Davis that day without

22. any special guile, but that I regretted having joined him
23. then for the rest of my life.
24.

I was sitting in my pajamas at the kitchen table later

25. in the morning, looking hopelessly at the woods out beyond
(more)
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the pasture hills and thinking that it might have been

2.

better to go to school than spend the long day in the hous

3.

waiting for the next day, and even that one in doubt.

4. uncertainty of weather haunted me as a young boy, and I di
5.

a lot of bargaining with God, trying to match up the fair

6.

days in my prayers with the importunate and elaborately

7.

fragile projects of youth.

Today, alas, was a fair day.

8.

My mother said suddenly, "He's forgot his lunch!"

9.

She picked up the little bundle of sandwiches which h

· 10.
11.
12.

13.

had wrapped in last week's Note and bound with a rubber
band, and which he generally carried in his hunting vest.
"He's getting so forgetful," she said mournfully, looing out the window of the back door.

"I wonder where he

14. went to • "
15.
16.
17.
18.

I jumped up from my chair and snatched the package
from her hand.
"I'll take it to him!"

I said.

"I know just where

he went, where he always goes in the morning.

Oh please,

19. please let me take it to him!"
20.

My mother was startled at my enthusiasm, then settled

21.

down sensible, and reminded me of my cold and didn't I wan

22.

to be completely well so I could go tomorrow with my grand

23.

father?

Besides, he would come back for his lunch when he

24. got hungry and discovered he had forgotten to put it in hi
25. pocket.

Better yet, she would take it to him herself.
(more)
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1.

11

0h, you could never never find the place; not even if

2. I told you, you couldn't find it," I said.

"And even if yo

3. could find it, you couldn't walk through some of the stuff.
4. You'd get all scratched."
5.

"Well," she said with a pursed expression which I

6. recognized as the edge of surrender, "we'll just have to
7. leave it here then.

8.

He can come home when he wants it."

"Isn't that sort of mean?"

9. "It's pretty far.

I suggested after a pause.

You can't even see it from the top of

10. the orchard, the hill over there • "

11.

I kissed her, and ran to get on my pants and shirt and

12. boots, then walked down the lane in the direction my grand-

13. father had gone, his lunch and a couple of cold apples in

14. jacket.

I wanted to run, but didn't.

15. ting my own

I had thought of get

gun out of the closet, but gave that up.

16. there had been no way to get his whiskey.

Also,

I was lucky just

17. to be going, even though I had been told to return home as

18

. soon as

the mission was

~cco1!1nli;$~.
··~·

19.
20.

Fall where we lived is a swift and golden season, with

21. both the perfection and transience of a spell about it, and

22. although I seemed to run about heedlessly in my boy's world
23. I was dogged during those autumns by a nameless urgency.

24. was a casual errand, when you look at it.

H re

I was taking his

25. lunch to my old grandfather, who being somewhat forgetful
(more)
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1. had set out without it, but as soon as I had reached a poi

2. past the barn, where the lane branches off to join the Alt

3. road, I broke into a run west across the field, startling

4. larks and sparrows and finches from the brown weeds and,
5. later, a blue heron who croaked miserably as he rose from

6. the pasture pond ahead.
7.

I found him about noon, when in October the day alread

S. is beginning to t'lirn old.

He wasn't hunting in the relati

9. open country of what we called the slopes -- the middle
10. ground between swamp and woods -- but sitting under a big

11. gray beech on the very edge of the woods themselves and
12. facing somewhat toward them., away from me.

I surprised him,

13. and that is unusual because my grandfather in spite of his
14. deafness seldom permitted himself to be surprised. ·Not

15.

or perhaps I should say especially-- by the grouse,

16. he spotted almost unerringly when they plunged into flight.
17. He felt them rather than heard them, he·once told me.
'--..__.-.'

18.

I hesitated before running into his view.

His head wa

19. tipped back and he took two swallows of whiskey while I
20. watched, then rested the little flat bottle on his lap.

Hi

21. gun lay alongside him in the yellow carpet of curled beech
22. leaves.

I was breathing hard from the long flight from the

23. house, and I felt that he would turn and see me at any
24. moment.

I angled off on an

~rc

to approach him more head

25. on, more honestly, but I got quite close before he seemed t
(more)
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-121. see me.

Perhaps he dozed, or perhaps he was just getting

2. me into focus.

Then his head moved slightly, his eyes

3. brightened in welcome.

He smiled, but 5aid nothing.

I

4. reached into my pocket and pulled out his lunch and one of
5. the apples.

6.

"You forgot,

7.

The old man took them from my hand, then moved the

11

I said.

8. gun to a position across his lap and motioned for me to tak

9. the place beside him against the tree. We sat together for
10. a little while, letting the breeze wash us with speckled,
11. uncertain sunshine.

I knew that I should go back.

He capp d

12. the bottle and put it in his pocket.

13.

"I meant to bring you that, too," I said.

"I didn't

14. know you had it."

15.

In exchange, from the back of his hunting vest he dre

16. two birds, and winked at me merrily, like a magician.

I

17. held them, still warm, tenderly, and stroked the mottled
18. feathers which have the colors of lichen clinging to a
19. rotted log in the autumn woods, and gazed down at the bills
20. stiffened agape, and at the sad dead eyes.
21 •

"You 1 re not going to mourn for them, are you, boy? 11

22.

I handed them carefully back to him.

23. mouths open like that?"

I asked.

"Why are their

"Are they open when theyj

24. fly, before they die?"
25.

He patted my knee and looked up through the branches.
(more)
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"Did your mother let you out of the house to fetch my lunc ,

2.

or did you run away from her·~ 11

3.

I stood up, full of mingled wonder, of him so old who

4. big gun was such certain death and of those birds back now
5. in the dark of his pocket, scarcely to be counted in this
6. game he played so flawlessly.
7.

"I better go back now," I said.

8. you better eat.

9.

11

She 1 ll worry.

And

She'll ask me if you ate. 11

My grandfather stood, too, wincing with the effort, a

10. put a thin hand on my shoulder.

He was just my height.

11. "I was thinking, 11 he said, "she might not worry toohoodiff
12. you was to stay for a little bit. 11
13.

"She might be mad, 11 I said.

14. couldn 1 t go with you tomorrow.

15.

"She might even say I
I 1 m supposed to be sick, se • 11

"I was thinking," he said again, stooping to pick the

16. gun up out of the leaves and reaching into a pocket for a

17. couple of shells, "there's a little piece the other side of
18. those trees.

Willow and thornapple mostly, and thin, but

19. the leaves are dowp from it, and there's berries in there,
20. too.

I think a fat partridge might be just setting there

21. waiting for you. 11

22.

"For me? 11

23.

He squeezed my shoulder.

24. he asked.

"You ever shoot this before?

"This 1 s a Parker," he said, not looking at me at

25. all but away off through the trees, toward the cover he had
(more')
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-141. described, as tho<.1gh not to lose track of it, and then I

2. had the big gun in my hands and I was walking slowly beside

3. him, his hand still on my shoulder, and already the private
4. little song was on his lips and he was giving none of his
5. concern to my filial responsibilities, but all to the tangl d

6. willow copse at the foot of the next rise, where the grouse
7. hid.

"We will meet by and by, " the old ca tffortted d:wmrtteT

8. murmured under his breath as he urged me along the leafy

9. path.
10.

"We will meet on that beautiful shore."
We found the cover where he said it was, but as we

11. approached, the gun felt suddenly heavy and unwieldy, and
12. I was afraid of it.

13.

"You shoot first," I said. "I'll watch."

I handed it

14. to him quickly, then fell in behind him, in the old way.

15. Almost at that inst,ant a grouse clattered up out of the
16. leaves, here mostly rusty oak, o~

the near side, directly

17. in front of us, and died as the big gun still roared in my
18. ears.

19.
20.

Oak Davis shot with a grace which you saw only if you

21. happened to be looking right at him.

Most of the time your

22. eye was on the flushed bird, and you looked back at the
23. hunter only after the bird crumpled in the air and fell.

24. But I had walked behind my grandfather like this often, and
25. I saw this small man, stiff with age and deaf for as long
(more)
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as I can remember, kill many birds.

2.

a single-barreled 20-gauge, for the first time the year be

3.

fore, and had killed a partridge with it, too.

4.

I had carried a gun,

When we hunted a piece of cover together, one on a si e,

5.

my grandfather was apt to stop his intent little song as w

6.

approached a likely spot of brush, and he would say some

7.

soft low work like "now" or "here," as if to himself, and

8.

I would take my eyes from the ground ahead to watch him.

9.

When the bird tore out of the thick stuff, the old man

10.

seemed sometimes to wait forever; then there would be this

11.

beautiful spare upward movement so quick I could never tel

12.

exactly how it went.

13.

like this, as we pushed our way through some particularly

14.

heavy cover, and even when a bird flushed unexpectedly ahe d,

15.

my grandfather waited him out.

16.

I could see that he lowered his head ever so slightly to

17.

meet the gun coming up, all in the one movement, and thro

18.

his vest that the thin shoulders knotted into lumps as he

19.

swung along the line of flight.

20.

At other times, I would be

I remember that from behi

He walked on into the brush to retrieve the bird he

21.

had shot, and I found the big Parker in my hands again.

22.

turned the old weapon in the sun.

23.

glanced along the barrels.

24.

glistened with oil.

25.

floated up I raised the gun tentatively to my face.

Dull arrows of light

Behind them the receiver

When this hot odor, like burned spic

(more)
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I pressed on the oily steel with my thumb, feeling over the

2. worn grooves of engraved ivy.

Then the gun burst again.

3. The recoil slammed it against my cheek.

4.

I

looked down in numb horror where

5. smoke curling up from the muzzle.

Then I looked at Oak Da

s.

6. From the middle of the thicket he was holding the bird
7. me to see, as a prize, with a smile on his face that I
8. see through the lacy tangle, but in that moment he dropped

9 • the bird, reaching around and behind him for his other hand
10. his right one.

I screamed and plunged toward him.

Before

11. I reached him the old man seemed to bow, and his hat tumble
12. off.

Then he pivoted slowly lower as he sought the wound

13. with his one whole hand, and, finally and inexorably,

14. collapsed gently within himself in a small faded heap.

1 5.

When I reached him I fell to

my

knees.

I did one of

16. those things which in retrospect are appalling but which i
17. that frenzied exigency seemed altogether right.
18. hat back on his head.

I

put his

His head, with the breeze wafting

19. his white hair as he lay there in the woods, had been more

20. unforgettably vulnerable than what I had not yet seen, the
21. shredded right hand and the blood from it spreading into t
2 2 • cloth of his clothes.

With that he looked up at me.

es

23. seemed to search my face • He smiled and said, "Thanks."
24.

I dragged him to a place near a tree, where with his

25. left hand he managed to claw himself into a sitting positi

,

(more)
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-171. and it was then that I saw all that I had done to him.

2. Nausea racked me before I could speak or act to help; then

3. with vague intuition I pulled the bottle from his pocket an

4. handed it to him.

It was while he was holding it that I

5. became conscious of the bemused everlasting song working

6. under his breath, and I knew that his mind was clear and
7. practical.

s.

Then he said, simply and seriously, "Maybe you

better take the cap off the bottle," and when I did that

9. I felt a little less tragically unnecessary.there. He too
10. two long pulls, then poured some of the liquor directly on

11. his butchered hand while I watched.

He raised the bottle

12. and squinted hard as if to appraise the liquor's quality.

13. "Time you get back here," he said, "this'll near be used

14. up. 11 Then he looked quickly at me and said, "Now, boy, yo
1 5. got to run.

16.

You got to run all the way. 11

I ran all the way.

I was sure that Oak Davis, lying

17. still and small, would die without a word and before I eve
18. saw him again.
19.

He didn't die.

Not then. · But that was the start of

20. an almost endless year during which I thought he might as
21. well die-- no right hand to shoot with and so the golden

22. hunting days ended, then for a long time having to be fed
23. like a petulant infant because he refused to eat with his
24. left.

Out of the hospital just before the holidays, he

25. was put to bed in the spare room upstairs.

Out of the way.
(more)
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-]81. But, my mother reminded, he'd have a nicer view, and when
{""Trans: Fraternal Order of Eagle,i7
2. the F.O.E. and the Baptist Men came with their Christmas

3. prayers and presents it was a nicer place to talk.
4.

At first I avoided him with elaborate care, but after

5. they let him get up and wander about the house and yard I

6. felt drawn to him more than ever. When he was in his room
7. I would hurry past the open door, but look in always to

8. search the sad ambivalent face for its lost smile.

9. his chair and bed was a dormer window.

Beyond

I longed to catch

10. him looking that way, just as I longed to hear the sound of
11. his small song again, for the window looked out on the same
window did: north, where the barn stood across my
12. cherished aspect my/mother's snowy garden and, beyond, wher

13. bare orchard and pasture rolled out, and finally where the

14. dark woods started and the grouse hid.
15.

Spring and a long summer passed.

Another hunting seas n,

16. observed in our household by an almost holy silence, had c

e

17. to Michigan and very nearly passed, too, when I decided

18. suddenly one afternoon to go hunting by myself.
19. 13.

I was

The months had been doing their slow wtirk of softenin

20. my guilt.

When I,announced boldly that I was going, my

21. mother stopped her sewing and

looke~

at me, but she said

22. nothing.
23.

"The season is almost done," I said then, and opened

24. the .door of the closet under ·the. s:pairs.
25.

It could have been the 'f'irst time that door had been
(more)
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opened since the accident, since they burned my grandfathe

2.

old vest and carefully replaced his boots and hat, and the

3. long-barreled Parker next to my gun, then sealed these thi

s

4. off hY shutting the door for perhaps all eternity; and the
5. until now they had been undisturbed, along with the fierce
Brans : Germa.rJ
6. helmet of the Hun, gathering the dust of disuse, and dis7. composed now only because this day suddenly had seemed to
8. me mysteriously precipitate, as if something had signaled

9. an end to their tacit inviolableness.
10.

I acted quickly, took his own, the Parker, gun

11. rack next to mine and a handful of 12-gauge shells, slippe
12. on my hunting coat and boots, then

Bh1itttme~~iill.

13. left the house quietly and did not look back.

I

Now I know

14. that I was watched.
15.

It was a changing November day with the feeling to it

16. of an anxious winter, and here and there the dry ground

17. a dust of snow.

Weeds in the field yielded stiffly to the

18. wind, and the leaves on the floor of the woods moved fitf
19. as I approached.

It would be difficult to hear in the woo

20. A bird could get up quite close to you, but if a gust came
21. throwing the leaves he'd be out of range before you get a

22. shot off.

Oak Davis said partridge know how to take advan-1

23. tage of the wind.

~y

flushed wild on days like this.

Yo

24. had to feel them.
25.

Reluctant to enter the uneasy woods, I hunted along
(more)
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1. familiar/ ground for an hour, hoping to jump a partridge off
2, the slope for a going-away shot, but nothing happened until
J, I had angled off on a shallow course among the first trees,
4. then, with dusk turning the day deeper gray, begun to circle
5. to a point near our fields.

A grouse flushed that I never

6, heard get up, but saw out of that part of the eye which
7. catches and recognizes only when it is turning away.

It

8. flushed close by from a clump of scrub oak which still held

9. its brown leaves and would all winter, then flew quickly int
10. taller hardwood where I could see it ghosting faster and
11. faster among the file of tree trunks, but could see it plain

12. and close for that long instant when every feather seems

13. etched on and you move, if you move at all, as if in a dream
14. I felt at the moment of firing I had hit clean, knew it by
15. the right place on my shoulder that the recoil bruised.

The

16. bird folded up and slanted down into the leaves.
17.

Then, as I broke the gun and shucked the two shells, I

18. knew he was there somewhere, watching.

19.

I spun around, not really believing.

He stood, draped
18 meters
20, in an old overcoat and bareheaded, on a little rise twenty
21. yards away, just inside the first line of trees, shadowy and
22, preternatural, a figure weird enough to send a boy flying in

23. panic, appearing as it had in the dimming and windy woods, o t
24 • of nowhere ,

"You! " I whispered.

I stared hard, then

knew

25 • I would cry,

(more)
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My grandfather was smiling, but a smile to dissolve a

2. a stroke any possible sorcery, or even any doubt, and I had

). to turn away from it.
4.

He spoke, now from quite close by.

5.

"You going to pick :u.p your bird, or you going to leave

b. it behind for the foxes?"
7.

I put the bird in my coat and hefted the big gun acres

8. the crook of my arms.
~-~

We walked side by side for a little;

9. then the path which led into our pastures narrowed, and I

10. fell in behind him, in the old way.
11.

12.
1).

14.

15.
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Story No. 205-75
5/8/75 (TB/bp)
English Count: 3,170 w/options
2,960 w/o options

SPOTLIGHT
PRESIDENT TRUMAN, ONSTAGE

2,680 w/o ops

2,890 w/ops

James Whitmore's portrait of President Harry S

Truman in

Give 'em Hell, Harry! is so magnificent that while you're laughing your eyes fill up and your nose gets spongy.
Partisanship ultimately has nothing to do with the skills
and emotional force of this rare theatrical characterization.
For this deeply moving monodrama -- the finest since Hal
Holbrook introduced his Mark Twain Tonight! -- three things had
to have happened.
Harry S Truman had to live that life.
himself in three volumes.

He wrote about it

Daughter Margaret Truman Daniel gave

us her immensely moving informative view.
his tape recordings in Plain Speaking.

Merle Miller gave us

The life was lived and

the record was made more completely than most people realized
at the time.
From this material Samuel Gallu had to refine a script.

He

does this by starting in the Oval Office where the new President
is writing to his daughter.

He leafs in and out of time, some-

times into the past, sometimes with Harry talking to invisible
(more)
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1.
2.

contemporaries or a crowd from bis campaign train.
This construction is immensely effective, varying moo
and pace, allowing us to watch him mow the lawn in Indepen
dence, Missouri, walk the beach at Wake Island with Genera
Douglas MacArthur/(, to write The Washington Post's Paul

6. Hume about Hume' s review of Margaret 1 s Constitution Hall r
7.

cital (and hunt for a stamp for the letter ))~ Ultimately

8. the details add up to a man 1 s life in depth.

9.

With this material, director Peter H. Hunt and scenic

10.

designer James Hamilton have achieved their responsibiliti

11. with immensely imaginative effects.
12.

The lighting breathes

in and out of the scenes, from Harry at his Senate desk,

13. to Boston 1 s Symphony Hall to Truman at his piano.

14.

Finally comes the acto~ Whitmore must have lived his

15. life to get Harry in his grasp.
16. at staccato pace.

His pinched voice rattles

His jaw juts out and there is the thin

17. neck Harry showed in all his pictures.
18.

There are the thic

glasses, the direct eyes, the totally assured walk, close

19. to a strut but not quite.

There are the hands, straight

20.

down the sides usually, but sometimes chopping away in the

21.

air, edging invisible squares.

22.

creasingly pleased with himself as he gets used to his off"ce,

23.

over a thought that has struck him, an incident that remin s

There is the smile, so in-

24. him of a joke, a word that he knows will startle. The tra
25.

tions are made with mercurial aplomb, a technical lesson i
(more)
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acting.

2.

And so, through this marvelously honed portrait, years

3. after leaving the White House, audiences learn what he rea

4. must have been like at close quarters.

Whitmore has a role

5. he can play for the rest of his life and he should.

6. Give
7.

1

For

em Hell, Harry! has a lot to tell us about the diffe

ences between style and content.

This is a glorious eveni

8.
"---·

9. RICHARD L. COE, Courtesy of THE WASHINGTON POST
(c) 1975 The Washington Post Company
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

24.
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-41. ROMANTIC FESTIVAL
2.

1,280

Every year on the campus of Butler University in India -

3. apolis, Indiana, the Annual Romantic Festival of music take
4. place.

Begun in 1968 by Frank Cooper of Butler's faculty,

5. the festival has been the major impetus in sparking the ro
6. mantic revival that has swept concert halls and recording
7. studios in the United States and Europe.

8.

Such pianistic giants as Jorge Bolet, Gunnar Johannese

9. and Raymond Lewenthal, violinists Aaron Rosand and Charles
10. Treger, and cellist Jascha Silberstein -- the first cellis
11. of the Metropolitan Opera -- have frequently joined Cooper
12. bringing new life to neglected music by Ferruccio Busoni,

,

/

13. Pablo Martin Meliton Sarasate and Joseph Joachim, Alkan

14. (Charles Henri Valentin Morhange ~Ferencz Liszt

and a has

15. of others.
16.

Every festival has been enriched by the remarkable wo

17. of George Verdak, choreographer and director of the Butler

18. Ballet.

In a day when audiences often find brand new musi

19. sterile and unsatisfying, there is a special allure to the
20. programs Cooper devises, which are performed on the highes
21. level, and whose contents are works that were for many dec
22. ades regarded as among the world's great compositions.
23.

Their presence on more programs elsewhere would be we

24. come any time.

Indianapolis is fortunate to have Cooper a

25. his Romantic Festivals.

####
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1. Story No. 205-75
7/17/75 (TB/bp)
2. Spotlight

3. CAPTION A
4. James Whitmore as Harry S Truman
5. A WHALE OF A PROGRAM

6. One of nature's most miraculous creatures, the whale, has
7. recently come in for its share of publicity -- and concern.

8. With some families of the species on the endangered-wildlif
9. list, environmentalists and others have been protesting
10. against the hunting of whales, which is now forbidden by

11. U.S. law.

A television show,

11

The Magnificent Monsters of

12. the Deep, 11 filmed by zoologist Dr. Roger Payne off the sout -

13. ern tip of Argentina, vividly brought the plight of whales

14. before a huge public as well as capturing the gentle, play15. ful nature of these delightful giants.

16. CAPTIONS B & C

17. No captions.
18. CAPTION D

19. Nowadays, an exhibition of paintings by Helen Frankenthale
20. is an event in the art world.
21. ington Post critic Paul Richard,

11

The acknowledged queen o

.

22. American abstract art," and is consequently treated royall
23. by the press and public.

Helen F~ankenthaler has been

e

24. forefront of the Abstract E»pressionist ~vement since the
25. early 1950's.

She knew, and worked with, such leading
(more)
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-61. igures of the movement as Jackson Pollock, Willem de Koonin
2. ranz Kl i.ne and her former husbmd, Robert Motherwell.

Her

3. riginal method of pouring wet paint onto unsized canvas mad

4.

new kind of color painting possible and influenced other
ltrans : 1972]
5. ontemporary painters. Last spring, 34 of her hu~e canvasse ,

6. ating from 1969 through 1974, were on display at the Corcoran
7. allery in Washington, D.C., prompting Richard to comment:

8. "One would not expect the general public· to adore her abstra t

9. rt.

Its beauty is subjective.

Her stains of once-wet colo ,

10. soaked into raw canvas, evoke ineffable suggestions -- hints

11•of seas and landscapes, horizons, canyons, clouds-- but the
12. iewer is not sure he is meant to so interpret these works. "

14. elen Frankenthaler and "Rapunzel, 1 o/74 11
15. CAPTION E

16. Ellsworth Kelly is a contemporary sculptor/painter who works
17. in the abstract style, most notably using hard-edge~ geometr2c
Ltrans: 1972]
An exhibit of his latest works last spring reflected
concerns and featured tall, slim aluminum and ste 1
In their sophistication and craftsmanship, they

rked a turning point in Kelly's career and, according to

into a "thinking man's Stoaehenge."

25. culpture, Ellsworth Kelly, untitled, 1975
(more)
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-71. CAPTIONS F, G, H & I
2. The debate is still raging whether cartoons should be con-

3. sidered fine art or just fun -- but it really doesn't matte •

4. Many of them have become prized works in their own right an
5. often, displayed together, they make one helluva good exhib . .
6. For "Art Now '75: Cartoon, 11 some 500 original pieces by 262
7. artists attracted hundreds of thousands of spectators durin

8. a six-week showing at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Pe-

9. forming Arts in Washington, D.C.

It included originals of

10. political cartoons, single-panel "gags," running. strips, st· ls

11. from animated films and pages from comic books, providing a
12. rich sampling of the medium, which has become an integral

13. part of every American's visual experience.

14. CAPTION Fl
15. Steamboat Willie, Walt Disney, 1928

16. CAPTION Gl
17. The Kinder-Kids, Lyonel Fein1nger, 1906
18. CAPT ION Hl

19. Tarzan, Burne Hogarth, 1949
20. CAPTION I l

21. B.C.
22. .QAPT ION I2
23. By Johnny Hart

24. CAPTION I3
25. Where are we goipg?
(more)
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-81. CAPTION I4
2. Nowhere.

3. CAPTION I5

4. I have a question.
5. CAPTION I6

6. What is it?
7. CAPTION I7

8. Why are we walking so fast?
9. CAPTION IS
10. B.C., Johnny Hart, 1974

11. CAPTION J
12. Renowned Soviet composer Dmitri Kabalevski came to Washingt

13. D.C., last spring to conduct his choral work, Requiem, at t

14. John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and, Ln the

15. process, made some devoted new fans.

They were members of

16. the Sidwell Friends Middle School Chorus, ages ll and 12,

17. who took part in the performances 9.nd who were coached by
18. maestro Kabalevski himself.

At a rehearsal, reporter Joan

19. Reinthaler of The Washington Post noted the following give20. and-take between Kabalevski and his slightly awed charges:

21.

11

'Are you tired? 1 the composer asked.

22. cried.

'No, 1 the children

'You are never tired,' he responded.

'Children all

23. over the world are never tired and I too am never tired, pa
24. ticularly when I work with you.' 11
25. CAPTION Jl
Kabalevski
(more)
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-91. CAPTION K

2. Yet another adaptation of dramatist S. Ansky 1 s classic play,

3. The PYbbuk, has recently won acclaim.

Periodically revived

4. on the stage, the drama has also been translated into a cla
5. sical dance piece by the New York City Ballet (see America
6. Illustrated #221) and now, a modern dance work by dancer/
7. choreographer Pearl Lang.

This latest version, called The

8. Possessed, sticks closely to the original narrative of the

9. play, tracing the story of a young girl possessed by the sp· it
10. of her dead lover.

But, commented dance critic Anna Kissel

11. goff in The New York Times, "It is in those moments when da
12. can add its own dimension to the original source, that The

13. Possessed really succeeds.

Without question

L;ne

of those

14. moment.§] is the solo possession, danced with horror and bea ty

15. by Miss Lang herself. 11
16 • .QAPTION Kl

17. Pearl Lang, The Possessed
18. REMEMBERING RURAL AMERICA

19. America's Bicentennial year is a natural time for looking a
20. the past and one of the best rememberers around is artist)
Eric Sloane. The author of 33 books, numerous
21,newspaper columns of folksy wisdom and an avid collector of
22. Americana, Sloane had a popular one-man show of his works a
23. the U.S.S.R. Academy of Arts in Moscow in the fall of 1974.
I

24.

The sketches shown here are from his latest work, Re

25. collections in Black and White, a collection of farm scenes
(more)
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-10-

1. and rural landscapes in Pennsylvania and the Southwest, whi
2. captures the quiet .dignity of an earlier America.

But Sloa

3. who is also an authority on clouds, ~eather, early American
)

4. tools, barns and numerous other things, is no simple nostal
5. gi':i fan.

He once explained in a newspaper column:

11

If my

6. readers have the idea I 1 ve been talking about an American
7. heritage of antiques and quaint obsolescence • • • they have

8. not read between my lines.

.I don't want to revere the

9. past, but only· to recapture those good and valuable things
10. in the past."
11. CAPTIONS L, M, N, 0, P & Q
12. No captions.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.

#

#

#
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CAPTION A
No caption.
Their appetite for thrills obviously jaded by too many 90-meter
jumps and too many downhill races at 100 kilometers an hour,
young American skiers are turning to "hot-dogging" to restore
Lenjoyment of lif~
their competitive spirit and general joie de vivre. In athletic
vernacular, "hot dog" applies to any performance of an exhibitionist variety.

In skiing, the

term takes on a special aura of

derring-do because it means a show-off extension of a sport that
is already fraught with perilous activity.

Hot-dog skiers per-

form their incredible stunts both for the delight of spectators
and, as in this photograph, for trophies.
doing the Double Flip at the national

Our midair skier is

ch~pionships

held in

the Rocky Mountains at Vail, Colorado.

###
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Lro!l
1976:

A BICENTENNIAL CALENDAR OF
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

CiAPTION A & B
No captions.
From Lexington to Yorktown and the Stamp Act to the Treaty
of Paris, this 1976 calendar marks the dates of epic
events of the American Revolutionar,y period and provides a
fuller explanation of them on the reverse page.
b.f.

{~B~:

Publication of Common Sense.
b .f.

ire~ 3£,J2,8~

Articles of Peace take effect.
b.f.

~lll(;:r:& ~ ,.,.)]7.Je

British discipline Benjamin Franklin.
b.f.

Februa~<:>JJ2§J
CVvV

Franco-American Alliance.
b.f.

~~JJ.e.l?.§..~
Massachusetts Circular Letter:

"no taxation without re-

presentation."
b.f.

~

Russia's armed neutrality.
b.f.

~7g:

Boston Massacre.

(more)
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b.f.

1. ~~~.32c

m4..=

2. Stamp Act.
b.f.

3. ~~
4. Patrick Henry's sp eech:
5. death!

b.f.

II

...

give me liberty or give me

11

6.~

7. Quartering Act.
b.f.

8.~~

9 • Paul Revere's Ride and Battles of Lexington and Concord •
b.f.

10.~~:

11. Raids of John Paul Jones.
12. rAPTION C
13. 1.

Thomas Paine, author of Common Sense.

14.~igning
15.~d

16.~.

of Paris Peace Treaty.

Americans at

Statue depicting Frankl"

Legis XVI of France agreein~.to treaty of alliance.
Ltrans : propaganda drawing/
Paul Revere's broadside of Boston Massacre. 5. A

17. Colonial-era stamp

6.

Patrick Henry's speech:

18. me liberty or give me death! 11
19. revolutionary.
20. 9.

3.

2.

8.

7.

II

...

give

Paul Revere, artisan and

Two views of the battle of Lexington.

Bonhomme Richard, captained by John Paul Jones, battles

21.Seraois.

10.

Early American flag.

11.

Exterior of

22. Colonial inn.
23. CAPTION C 1
24.1No caption.
25.
(more)
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-3-

b.f.

1•

~

l8.e.11Z6l

2. Second Continental Congress.
b .f.

3.

1Jet..&dZJjJ

4. Coercive Acts.
b.f.

6. Opening of the Constitutional Convention.
b.f.

7. ~3~

8. Virginia Resolutions.
b.f.

9.

i£)3 Jo )]?it=

10. Extension of Quartering Act.
b.f.

11. -WvtJ.g.c..J}s8=
12. Seizure of the Liberty.

b.f.

13.

iOOtJd-oJ'lZZi

14. Choosing a flag.
b.f.

15. ~a.J.JJU

16. George Washington named

Commander~in-Chief.

b.f.
18. Battle of Bunker Hill.
b.f.

19. JJ(JlctJ~'Z'l.§;
20. Washington leaves Valley Forge.

b.f.

21 • tlWi~v~'bJ~;.

22. Spain enters the War.
b.f.

23. ~veit .17&§~

24. Constitution ratified.
213

(more)

-4-

1. ~

b.f.

2. Declaration of Independence.

3. -~1]~:

b.f.

4. Sons of Liberty incident.
5. ~~~b.z~:

b.f.

6. First Continental Congress.
b.f.

7.~~-~
8. Congress of all 13 colonies.

9. ~.78&ee~J.ZB;

b.f.

10. Final convention approval of the Constitution.

b.f.

11. P.ct\98£-t~
12. British troops arrive in Boston.

b.f.

13· ~tozofu).,.~
14. Continental Association.

b.f.

15.~1
16. Cornwallis defeated at Yorktown.

b.f.

17.

.

W.?&&s&.&...uza.:.

18. Committees of Correspondence.

b.r.

19. ~PS&))...",JZ.'V.i
20. Articles of Confederation.

b.f.

:flli

21 . N~~J/ov J

22. Congress authorizes foreign contacts.

-

b.f.

23. £1.1Wet-~

24. Boston Tea Party.
25.

214
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b.f.

1.
2.

December 26, 1776:
•
._...,.._

~wr

Victory at Trenton.

3. CAPTION D

4. 1.

The burning of Charlestown, a part of Boston, during

5.

the Battle of Bunker Hill.

6.

heights overlooking Boston at the climax of Bunker Hill

7.

battle.

8.

Trumbull.

2.

British troops storm the

Painting is by the noted American artist John

3.

With scant food or clothing, American sol-

9. diers endure the harsh winter of 1777 at Valley Forge,

4.

10.

Pennsylvania.

11.

of Independence in Philadelphia.

12.

Trumbull.

5.

13.

1787.

British troops land in Boston, that hotbed of

14.

Colonial resistance to royal authority.

15.

painting of the surrender of British commander Lord

16.

Cornwallis to George Washington at Yorktown, Virginia.

17.

8.

18.

dump chests of imported tea into Boston harbor, protesting

19.

British-imposed taxes and trade monopolies.

20.

officials were never popular:

21.

displeasure over British taxes by tarring and feathering a

22.

revenue agent.

23.

River in the middle of winter to win a surprise victory

24.

over German mercenary troops at Trenton, New Jersey.

25.

11.

6.

The historic signing of the Declaration
Painting is also by

Convention endorses the new Constitution in

The Boston Tea Party:

10.

7.

John TrumbulJ! s

Colonials disguised as Indians

9.

Tax

Bostonians display their

George Washington crosses the Delawar

The famous Liberty Bell, now on display at Independen e
215
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1.

Hall, Philadelphia.

12.

2.

a painting of George Washington and his close French ally

An

example of American folk art:

3. and friend Lafayette at the battle of Yorktown.
4. CAPTION
5.

D 1

No caption.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

###########

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
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IMPORTANT DATES OF THE REVOLUTIONARY PERIOD
Calendar Dates Chronologically
b.f.

1765:

~

March 22:

Stamp Act.

The first direct tax levied on the

colonies, the Stamp Act provided for taxing virtually all
publications and legal documents.
opposition.

It provoked widespread

Before repeal in 1766, the Act sparked the

founding of a secret organization called The Sons of Liberty,
and the convening of a Stamp Act Congress which asserted
that only colonial legislatures could constitutionally levy
taxes.
March 24:

Quartering Act.

One of a series of Parliamentary

laws that drew heated colonial opposition, the Act required
the colonies to provide barracks and supplies for British
troops stationed in America.

May 29: Virginia Resolutions.

Introduced in the House of

Burgesses by Patrick Henry, the Resolutions asserted Virginia's
right to manage its own internal affairs and claimed the sole
power to tax its own citizens.
(more)
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-21. August 26:

Sons of Liberty Incident.

Organized in opposit

2. to the Stamp Act, the secret Sons of Liberty burned records

d ransacked

3. the offices and residences of several high British officials in Boston.
b.f.

4. 1768:
~

5. February 11:

Massachusetts Circular Letter.

The Massachus

6. House of Representatives, led by Samuel Adams, denounced ne
7. British-imposed import duties (created by the Townshend Act
8. for violating the principle of no taxation without represen

9. tation.

In a public letter The House called for united pro

10. test action by all the colonies.

/(British officials attac ed

11. the letter as seditious.)/
12. June 10:

Seizure of the Liberty.

When British customs

13. officers in Boston attempted to seize the ship Liberty for

14. failure to pay import duties, citizens rioted and forced
1 5. the officials to flee.

16. October 1:

British Troops Arrive in Boston.

With Boston i

17. an uproar over import taxes, two regiments of British in-

18. fantry landed in the city without incident

despite threa

19. of armed resistance from the rebel Sons of Liberty.
b.f. 20 • Ia..
1770:
_..._

,....

J(

21.1Ma.rch 5:

Boston Massacre.

Frequent clashes between Boston

22. citizens and British soldiers culminated in a riot during
23.~hich

outnumbered soldiers fired into a demonstrating mob,

24.~illing

25.~oldiers

five persons.

At a subsequent trial, most of the

were acquitted.

/(The incident was exploited by
(more)
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-31. colonists eager for the ouster of British troops.)/

b.f.

2. 1772:

~

3. November 2:

Committees of Correspondence.

Militant coloni

4. leader Samuel Adams urged the city of Boston to organize a

5. committee of correspondence to explain Boston's grievances

6. against Britain to other colonies and to the outside world.
7. Other communi ties quickly followed Boston 1 s example / (, ere

8. ing an effective communications network through the
b.f.

9. ~~7~
I""'

10. December 16:

Boston Tea Party.

Protesting the import duti

11. and potential British trade monopoly embodied in the Tea Ac
12. a group of rebels disguised as Indians boarded ships at

13. Boston and dumped over 300 tea chests into the harbor.

The

14.~ollowing year, the British Parliament responded with the

15. Coercive Acts.

b.f.

16.11774:

~

17. b"anuary 30:

British Discipline Franklin.

Serving as a rep

1S.~esentative

of Massachusetts in London, Benjamin Franklin w

19.~eprimanded

harshly by Britain's Privy Council for releasin

20.~etters

that reflected unfavorably on several British coloni 1

21.pfficials in America.
22.MaY 20:
23.1~he

Coercive Acts.

Angered by opposition to the Tea Ac ,

British Parliament moved to punish Massachusetts by en-

24.~cting

measures closing the port of Boston and greatly exte

25. ng the power of the royal governor -- at the expense of the
(more)

-41.

legislature -- to appoint and remove civil officials
A new provision

3. egalized the billeting of troops not only in taverns and

4. eserted buildings, but also in occupied homes.
First Continental Con

5.

ess.

Delegates from 12

colonies met in Philadelphia and adopted resolutio s

6.

7 • hich opposed the Coercive Acts, urged Massachusetts to

8. collect its own taxes, called on citizens to arm and form
and
9. ·litias,jrecornmended economic sanctions against Britain.
Continental Association.

10.

Delegates to the Firs

Congress pledged to embargo imports and exports

11.

12. to and from Britain in retaliation for the Coercive Acts.

13. (By 1775, the boycott association was operating effectivel
14. ·n 12 of the 13 colonies.)/

An outspoken proponent

23:

independence, Henry electrified the Virginia House of
with a fiery speech that contained one of Americ
most famous phrases:

"· •• give me liberty or give

Paul Revere's Ride and Battles of Lexin ton
Warned by Revere and other riders from Boston,
olonial militia assembled to oppose British troops marchin
o nearby Concord to destroy caches of arms.

After a light

25. kirmish at Lexington, the British reached Concord, but were
(more)
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-51.

their return to Boston by rebel soldiers

2.

the countryside.

/(Lexington and Concord

first pitched battles of the Revolution.)/
10:

Second Continental Con ess.

Delegates convened i

5. hiladelphia and, in the next two weeks, resolved to put
6. olonies in a state of defense and called upon Canada to
7. hem in opposing British rule.

8 -~~~~~~~~~~=-~~~~~~~=-~~
Gear
Commander-in-Chief.

9.

ted

nimously by the Second Continental Congress, Washington
a Continental Army from the rebel troops
hen besieging British soldiers in Boston.
Battle of Bunker Hill.

British troops repeatedly

ssaulted rebels on Breed's Hill and Bunker Hill overlooking
stan, suffering heavy casualties before finally overrunnin
he American positions.
e tember 12:

Con

ess of All 13 Colonies.

With the appear

ce

a delegation from Georgia, all the colonies were represen
first time.

The split between Britain and America

when King George III declared the colonies ·in open
ebellion /(and closed all American ports to foreign commerc )/.
Contacts.

With

22. eavy fighting under way, Congress established a committee t
23. ommunicate with European governments and determine their
24. ttitude toward American independence.

/(Congress shortly

25. eceived assurances that France might offer material aid.)/
(more)
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-6b.f.

1. 1176:
I"'

2. January 15:

Publication of Common Sense.

Thomas Paine's

3. simple but eloquent pamphlet stating the case for American

4. independence succeeded in converting thousands to the side
5. of the Revolution.
6. July 4:

Declaration of Independence.

Drafted by Thomas

7. Jefferson and approved by the Congress, the Declaration
8. specified the colonies' grievances against the British Cro

9. and asserted the "inalienable" rights of "life, liberty and
10. the pursuit of happiness."

11. December 26: Victory at Trenton.

Forced to retreat after

12. several defeats by the British, George Washington crossed t e

13. ice-choked Delaware River and scored a surprise victory

14. against unprepared

Ge~nan

mercenary troops.

/(The battle o

15. Trenton and a subsequent victory at Princeton greatly boost d
16. American morale.)/
b.f.

17

1777:

-~

18. June 14:

Choosing a Flag.

The wartime Congress resolved

19. that the new American flag would be 13 alternating red and
20. white stripes, and, in the upper inside corner, a circle of
21. 13 white stars on a field of blue.
22. November 15:

Articles of Confederation.

After

inte~tten

23. debate lasting over a year, the wartime Congress finally
24. approved a loose confederation of states that gave America
25. its first formalized central government.
(more)
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b.f.

1.

~

2.

Februar_x_~;.

Franco-American Alliance.

Encouraged by Amer· a's

3. decisive military victory at Saratoga, New York, France
4. formally acknowledged American independence and entered

5. a military alliance with the United States against Britain.
6. April 23:

Raids of John Paul Jones.

America's finest nav

7. leader, Jones successfully raided the British coast and la r

8. captured the British sloop Drake.

In the most famous nava

9 • encounter of the war, Jones's ship Bonhomme Richard defeat
10. the ship Serapis in 1779 after a long, desperate battle.
11. June 19:

Washington Leaves Valley Forge.

After enduring

12. bitter winter with scant food and clothing, Washington's

13. Army pursued British troops evacuating.Philadelphia and

14. fought a disciplined, evenly matched battle at Monmouth.
b.f.

15. 1779:

~

16. June 21:

Spain Enters the War.

When Britain refused to

17. cede Gibraltar, Spain declared war and began joint fleet

18. operations with France.

/(Fearful of her American possessi ns,

19. however, Spain refused to acknowledge America's independenc .)/

b.f.

20. ~
21. February 28:

Russia's Armed Neutrality.

Catherine II's

22. declaration that her navy would protect Russia's trade wit
23. all nations helped undermine Britain's blockade of Spain a

24. France, America's chief allies.
25.
(more)
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-8b.f.

1. 1781:

~

2. October 19:

Cornwallis Defeated at Yorktown.

Trapped on t e

3. Virginia coast by a French fleet and a combined French-

4. American army under George

Washing~n, British commander

5. Cornwallis surrendered after a month-long siege.

Yorktown

6. ended Britain's chances for military victory in America.
b.f.

7. ~
8. January 20:

Articles of Peace Take Effect.

The Paris Peac

9. Treaty that ended the Revolution and recognized American
10. independence became effective with a parallel settlement
11. that ended hostilities between Britain and France.

b.f.

12. 17'2!7:

~

13. May 25:

Opening of the Constitutional Convention.

Faced

14. with the need to devise a strong national government to re

15. place the ineffectual Articles of Confederation, delegates
16. gathered in Philadelphia to draft the Constitution which
17. established the basic federal institutions that have exist

18.

to the present day.

19. Se tember 17:

Final Convention A roval of the Constituti

20. Meeting in Philadelphia, delegates hammered out provisions

b.f •

21.

of the new Constitution establishing a strong central

22.

government, and gave it final approval by a large majority

23

.

24.
25.

1788:

~

July 2:

Constitution Ratified.

Having been agreed to by he

required nine states, the Constitution was ratified and
(more)
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-91. the Congress formally announced that it was now the law of
2. the land.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

####

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25. TEXT AVAILABLE FOR USIA/USIS USE.
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IFC, top--White House photograph, David Hume Kennerly,•
center and bottom--Associated Press (2);

l, left--Harry Naltchayan; top left to right--courtesy Barbara Kindness;
courtesy Judy Leonard; courtesy Virginia Olsen; bottom left to right-St. Louis Post-Dispatch; Bob Morris, courtesy Pamela Leven; 2-3, Joe Clark;
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David Fbster CUpp;

5,

top. left--David FOster Cupp; top right--Gary Pergl;
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bottom left--Bob Morris (2); right--Harry Redl, Black Star; 7, top-William Kuykendall; bottom--Anestis Diakopoulos; 8, top--David Fbster Cupp;
bottom--Jerry Gay; 9, top to bottom--Harry Redl, Black Star; Bob Morris;
David Fbster Cupp; William Kuykendall; 10, top--Anestis Diakopoulos;
bottom--Jerry Gay; 11, top left--Anestis Diakopoulos; top right--Jerry Gay;
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Kuykendall; right--William Kuykendall; Anestis Diakopoulos; 13, Harry Redl,
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24,

left--National
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